RULE BOOK

INTRODUCTION
You are an aspiring hotelier
getting ready to exhibit at the
industry’s leading luxury trade
show. Whispered rumours have
reached you that Des Erttrolley,
the notorious cake critic, will
be attending and judging the
confectionary on offer at each
stand. You realise that your bowl of
mints isn’t going to cut it. You want
a slice of the real action. At the
last minute, you dash to the cake
auction to bag a few bargains. To
save time, stack layers as you win
them and stop your multi-tiered,
gravity-defying showstoppers from
collapsing prior to judging.

2 - 4 players
20 - 30 minutes

HOW TO PLAY VIDEO
TheDarkImp.com/
games/TopCake
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SET UP
•

•

•
•

Each player takes a set of bidding
cards.. In a 2-player game, each
cards
player uses all ten cards in her
set. In a 3 or 4-player game, each
player removes bidding cards 7
and 8 and plays with a set of 8
cards.
Shuffle the cake cards and place
them in a face down deck. Take
the top cake card from the deck,
reveal it, and place it back in the
tin. This card will not be used in
this game.
Shuffle the 4 topper cards and
place them in a face down deck
next to the cake cards.
cards.
Randomly decide who will be the
starting player. This player takes
the first player card.
card.

OBJECT OF THE GAME
Fox and out-bid your competitors
to win layers of cake in each round
of bidding. Stack your cakes as you
win them. At the end of the game,
the more impressive each cake stack,
the more points you’ll get during
judging. Win extra points for stacking
matching layers and for crowning
your creations with a fabulous topper.

HOW TO PLAY
There will be five rounds in total.
ON EACH ROUND
•

Reveal four new cake cards from
the top of the deck and place

•

•

them in a row in the centre
of the table. From the second
round onwards, also reveal one
topper card and add it to the row
of cake cards. No topper card is
revealed in round 1.
Beginning with the starting
player and moving clockwise,
each player chooses two bidding
cards from her hand to play.
Each bidding card is placed next
to a cake or topper card. One
bidding card must be played
face down and the other, face
up. The player may choose to
place both bidding cards next to
just one cake or topper card or
split the bidding cards and place
them next to two different cake
or topper cards.
Bidding cards should be placed
on either side of the cake and
topper cards and/or splayed so
that players can keep track of

•

•

cards that have been played.
During the round, no player may
look at any face-down bidding
cards, including her own.
In a 3 or 4-player game, each
player has two turns and plays a
total of 4 bidding cards in each
round. In a 2-player game, each
player has three turns and plays
a total of 6 bidding cards in each
round.
After all the bids have been
placed, the player with the first
player card places this card next
to one of the cake cards as a
final bid. This card is worth half
a bidding point.

ROUND END:
Winning Cake or Topper Cards
•

One cake or topper card at
a time, reveal all the bidding

•

•

•

cards played next to this cake or
topper card.
If two or more players have
played identical bidding cards
on the same cake or topper
card, these cards are removed
from the bidding. For example,
if two players bid a 4, these are
removed, or if three REVERSE
bidding cards are played,
these bidding cards are all
removed, and returned to the
original players, before bids are
calculated.
The player who has the highest
total bid wins the cake or topper
card. The winning player takes
the cake or topper card and
all bidding cards (other than
SNATCH cards) are returned to
their owners, to be used again in
the next round.
After removing identical bidding
cards, if there is a tie for a cake or
topper card, this cake or topper

•

card remains on the table for the
next round. Any bidding cards
assigned to this cake or topper
card also remain on the table
next to the cake or topper card.
As these bidding cards have
already been revealed, they may
stay face up. In the set-up for the
next round, new cake and topper
cards will be available to bid on
as normal; but players may also
continue to bid on the old cake
or topper card in order to resolve
the tie. When a tie is resolved,
bidding cards are returned to
players.
If a player plays her SNATCH
bidding card, then this player
will take the cake or topper
card regardless of the other
bids for that card. However, if
multiple players play a SNATCH
bidding card on the same cake
or topper card, the SNATCH is
unsuccessful. These identical

•

•

bidding cards are removed and
do not count towards the bid.
Each player may only play her
SNATCH bidding card once
during the entire game. SNATCH
bidding cards
are
always
removed and placed in the tin
at the end of the round in which
they have been played, whether
the SNATCH was successful or
not.
If a player plays her REVERSE
bidding card, next to a cake or
topper card, then the player with
the lowest bid wins this cake
or topper card, rather than the
player with the highest bid. A
player must place a bid to win a
cake or topper card, just placing
a REVERSE bidding card does
not count as a bid.
At the end of a round, if a cake
or topper card has attracted
no bids, it is removed from the
game.
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Cake Card 1:
••

••

One
••
REVERSE
card has
been played,
so the
winning bid
will be the
••
lowest bid.
Green wins
the card with
a bid of 1.

Cake Card 2:
Duplicate
REVERSE
cards are
removed, so
the highest
bid still wins.
Green wins
the card with
a bid of 9.

MAX

4

Cake Card 3:
•

Cake Card 4:

Yellow bids
•
5, but Blue
wins the card
by playing
a SNATCH
•
card.

•

Duplicate
number 5
cards are
removed.
Green was
the first
player and
played the
half-point
first player
card.
Blue wins the
card with a
bid of 6.

Stacking cake or topper cards
•

•

Each player creates a cake stack
with the cake or topper cards
that she wins. To create a cake
stack, cake or topper cards are
placed slightly overlapping in a
vertical line so that it appears
that one cake sits on top of
another (see the ‘Scoring’ section
for example). All cake or topper
cards acquired during a round
may be placed in any order on
top of a current cake stack or
may form a new cake stack, or
any combination of the two.
Cake or topper cards acquired
in previous rounds may not be
moved within the cake stack or
moved to a new cake stack.
Each cake or topper card has
a maximum number of layers

•

that may be stacked on top, as
shown on each card. Toppers are
included as ‘layers’. If a player
exceeds the maximum number
of layers permitted above any
single cake or topper card,
then this cake or topper card
collapses and is removed from
the cake stack and returned to
the tin.
Each player may create as many
different cake stacks as she
wishes.

The first player card is passed
clockwise to the next player.

STACKING EXAMPLE
Cake Stack at the
end of Round 2
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The newly acquired cake cards are
stacked on top of the existing cake
stack
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Cake cards acquired during Round 4
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The newly acquired topper is placed
on the top of the existing cake stack.
The other cake forms a new cake
stack.
If the new cake and the new topper
had both been placed on top of the
first stack, the bottom layer would
have had too many layers on top.
This layer would have collapsed and
been removed.
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END GAME
The game ends after the 5th round.
At the end of the 5th round, if there
is a tie for a cake or topper card, no
player wins the card and it is returned
to the tin.

SCORING
•
•
•

Score
each
cake
stack
separately.
Each player scores 1 point for
each cake layer. Toppers do not
count as cake layers.
For each cake stack consisting of
3 or more layers (including cake
cards and topper cards), players
may choose one cake flavour
within the stack that will score

•

•

double. Each cake of this chosen
flavour will score 2 points, rather
than 1.
For each cake of 3 or more cake
layers (excluding topper cards)
that is crowned with a topper
card, the total score of the cake
stack is doubled.
Each player's total score is the
sum of the score of each of her
cake stacks.

SCORING EXAMPLE
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•

This cake stack has 5 cake layers.

•

The player chooses the
cakes to score double points.

•

The
cakes score 2 points
each. The other cakes score 1
point each.

•

Without the topper, this cake
stack would be awarded 7
points. The topper doubles the
cake stack’s score to 14 points.
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